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I INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. 

Application ?led’ August 3, 1925. Serial No. 47.775 

I, The present invention relates to internal 
combustion engines and more particularly'to 
the mounting of inlet and exhaust valves, the 
valve operating mechanism and the mounting 
thereof upon the engine. _ 
Among the most important of its objects, 

the present invention aims to provide an en 
gine ‘in which the operation of the valves 1S 
rendered noiseless, in which the wear on the 
valve operating cams and parts engaged 
thereby is automatically taken up without af 
fecting the operation of the valves and 1n 
which the valves "andvalve seats are readily 
accessible for inspection, cleaning, repair or 
replacement. 

, A further object of the present invention 
is to simplify the valve actuating mechanism 
and to so position the entire mechanism that 
it is readily accessible for inspect-ion and re 

" air. ~ 

p A further object is to pfovide an engine in 
which the valves and valve operating mech 
anism are carried by the head and are remov 
able therewith. Q 
A further object is to reduce the number of 

cams required to operate the valves. 
A. further object ‘is to provide a construc 

tion in which both the valves and valve 
‘seats are embodied in units readily remov 
able from the head without removing the 
same from the cylinder block so that the 
valves may be easily removed for cleaning or 
grinding or a worn valve unit may be re 
placed by a new unit. 
A further object is to provide a hydraulic 

valve operating system‘ in which there is a 
minimum loss of oil due to leakage and in 
which any oil which leaks from the system is 

' utilized for lubricating purposes. V 
A further object is to utilize a vertical shaft 

at the end of the engine which is driven from 
the engine crank shaft for actuating the‘ 
valves and further~ to utilize said shaft for 
operating the water pump of the engine cool 
ing system and the distributor for control 

0 ling the firing of the cylinders. - 
A further object is to provide an engine in‘ 

which the valve actuator, water pump and 
distributor are mounted as a unit upon the 
engine. . ' ~ 1 - ‘ 

A further object is to provide a driving 
connection between the mechanism on the 
head and the engine drive shaft' which will 
permit said mechanism to be’ lifted with the 
head in‘ its removal from the» cylinder block. 

With the above and other objects in view, 
the invention may be said to comprise the en 
gine and parts thereof, as illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings hereinafter de 
scribed and particularly set forth in the ap~ 
pended claims, together with such variations 
and modi?cations thereof as will be apparent 
to one skilled in the art to which the invention 
appertains. . a _ 

Reference should be had to the accompany 
ing drawings, forming a part of this speci?ca 
tion, in which Fig. 1 is a vertical section 
through the engine head and cylinder block 
showing the inlet and exhaust valves for one 
cylinder and showing diagrammatically the 
hydraulic valve actuating mechanism, the 
cam casing forming part of the valve actuat 
ing mechanism being shown in horizontal sec 
tion; Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the forward 
portion of the engine head, a portion of the 
actuating unit casing being broken wa and 
shown in axial section, the upper portion of 
the casing being shown on- the section linein 
dicated at 2-2 in Fig. 1 and the lower part 
thereof on the section line indicated at 2“—— “ 
ofFig. 1; Fig. 3 is a perspective View of the 
head,-showing the piping to the valve units 
on the head; Fig. 4 is a top plan view of one 
side of the head showing a construction in 
which the main oil passages are formed in 
the head; Fig. 5 is a section taken on the line 
5-5 of Fig. 4; and Fig. 6 is an enlarged sec 
tional detail view showing the attachment of 
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the valve stem to the valve actuating piston.v _ 
Referring to the accompanying drawings, 

the cylinder block of the engine is indicated 
90 

by the numeral 1 and the piston shown in ' 
Fig. ,1 is indicated by the numeral 2. The 
cylinder block 1 is Water jacketed as a com 
mon practice in the art and has detachably 
~mounted thereon a water‘ jacketed head 3 
which has a depressed central portion 4 in 
‘which the spark plugs v5 are mounted and 
raised side portions 6 extending along oppo 
site sides thereof. The inner side of the head 
3 is formed to provide a spherical concavity 
7 at the upper end of each of the cylinders, 
the cavity 7 forming an, extension of the 
chamber above the piston into which the in 
let and exhaust valves and the spark plug 
project, the valves being located upon oppo 
site sides of the concavity and the spark plug 
at the center thereof. 
, The head 3 is also provided with inlet and 
exhaust passages 10. and 11, these passages 
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extending from the opposite sides of the head 
toward the center thereof and being connect 
ed with inlet and exhaust manifolds (not 
shown) on opposite sides of the head. ‘An in; 
let and exhaust port is provided for each cyl- _ 

- inder and these orts are located in align 
ment on opposite sides of the cylinder. v 
The ‘inlet and exhaust valves are prefer 

ably in the form vof units comprising a valve . 
cage and valve removable bodily from the 
head. Each of the valve units is identical 
‘with the others and a description'of one will 
suffice for all. The valve cage is in the form 
of a threaded plug 12 which screws into any 
one of thexinclined openings formed in the 
raised. portions 6 of the head. The plug 12 
is provided with a head 14 which engages . 
against the outer side. of the engine head when 
the plug is . screwed into place, the head 14. 

K being of polygonal form so that it can be en 
gaged by the wrench for screwing into‘ or out 
of’the opening; At the inner end thereof, the 

>_ plug 12. is provided with a port 145 which 
. opens at the end thereof and at one side, 

36 

the port 15 being adapted to be aligned with 
either of the passages 10 or 11 of the head, 
depending on whether the plug is positioned 
on the inlet side or the exhaust side, 
The inner end of the plug has a conical - 

valve seat 16‘ formed therein around the port 
15 and outwardly of the port 15 the plug _is 
provided with an axialbore 17 and. a counter 
ore 18 extending from the outer end thereof 

into ‘which the 
is mounted in the plug and'is provided with 
a conical seat 21 adapted to ?t upon the coni-_ 

' ‘ cal seat 16 at the inner end of the plug when . 
the valve is in closed position. The valve 19 

‘ has a stem'22, which extends through‘ the’ 
40 
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. pressed outwardly to normallyh'old the valve ‘ 
_ co 

bore 17 into ‘the counterbore 18 and is con 
nected, at its vouter end, to a piston 23 which 
has a sliding ?t in the counterbore 18. The 
valve stem 22 has. a tapered outer end 24;" 

, which ?ts in a tapered socket in the piston 23 -. 
andthev tapered portion of the stem is pro 
vided. with a key 25 which engages a groove‘ 
in the tapered socket ‘of the piston 23 to hold 
the piston againstv rotation with respect to 
the valve stem, the piston being secured to the 
valve ‘stem by means of a tap bolt 26 ‘extend 
ing through the piston from the outer side 
thereof into the outer end of the valve stem. 
As shown in Fig. 6, a packing disk 27 ?ts 

loosely on the stem 22 at the inner side of the 
piston 23 and a ball bearing 28 isinterposed 
between the piston'and‘the disk to permit the. 
piston and valve to rotate freely with respect 
to the disk. The piston 23 and valve 19 are 

in closed position means of a coil spring 29 
which is interposed between the packing ,disk 
27 and the "shoulder vat the inner end of .the 
counterbore 18. The mounting of the valve" 

' on the freely rotatable piston permits free ro 
tation of the valve during its operation __so 
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bore 17 opens. A valve 19? 

. that the valve- and valve seat are subjected'to 
uniform wear throughout and the conical en_- " 
gaging surfaces thereon. .- ' ‘ < 

' The outer end of the counterbore 18 is it 
closed by a threaded plug 30 and the outer 

‘portion of the counterbore 18 forms a pressure 
chamber adapted to receive: ?uid pressure 
through a lateral inlet bore 31 in the head 
14: of the plug for shifting the piston 23 and‘ 
valve -_19 inwardly to open the port liiat the‘ 
inner end of the plug 125. Since theplugs 12 
are identical and interchangeable, any valve 
unitlwill serve'ito control either the inlet or 
exhaust port of the engine cylinder, the Valve 
19 controlling ‘the-inlet or exhaust through 
the port 10 or 11. In order to accurately po 
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sition the plugs 12 with the ports 15 thereof, ‘ 
in alignment. with the ports 10 or 11 of the 
head, the head 14 of each plug carried a screw 
32, which is adapted to be screwed inwardly’; 

' into engagement with a‘ socket 33 in the head, 
the screw 32 and socket 33 being so positioned 
with respect to the ,ports 15 of the plug and 
10 or 11 of the head that when the screw 32 is 
in alignment with a~socket 33, the portp15 is 
in alignment with either the port 10 or the 
port 11,v accordingly as the plug is mpunt» 
ed on the inlet or exhaust side. ’ > 
The pistons 23 and valves '19 are prefer 

ably actuated in opposition to the springs 29 
by hydraulic pressure, oil being preferably 
used to transmitthe pressure to the piston.‘ 
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In order to dispose of any oil which may leak ' 
to the inner side of the piston, there is pro 
vided a drain passage 34: in the engine head 
which leads from a, port at the inner end of 

low 

the counterbore 18 and communicates with a . . 
passage 35 formed in the cylinder block 
which extends downwardly to'the base of the 
block and opens into the engine crank case 
so that any oil leaking past, any of the pls 
tons 23 is d‘rainedotf into the engine crank 
case. ‘ 

An oil conduit 36 extends from the port 31 of 
each plug 12 to a, cylindrical casing 37 which 
is detachably mounted in vertical position on 

' an extension 38 at one end of the head. The 
case 37 is’in the form of a casting having in 
tegral bottom and side walls, the side walls 
39 being relatively thick and having formed 
therein, upper and lower sets of radially dis‘ 
poséd cylinders 40. The cylinders 40 of each 
vset are regularly-‘spaced and correspond in 
number to the number of‘inlet or exhaust‘ 
valves in the engine, the pressure cylinder'of 
each valve unit being connected toone of the 
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cylinders 40 and the inlet valve units being . 
connected to one set of cylinders 40 and the. 
exhaust valve units'being connected‘ to the , 
other'set. -‘ ' 7 

Each oil conduit'36 has an‘ enlarged por 
tion, 40“ which has an outwardly ?ared end 
clamped'in ?uid tight engagement in an en-_ 
larged outer portion of the-cylinder £10 by the 
gland nut 41.‘ A piston 42 is mounted in each 
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of the cylinders 40 and each piston bears, at 
its inner end, against one of the cams 43 or 44 
which are ?xed to a vertical shaft 45 which is 
positioned axially of the casing 37. 
A body of oil is con?ned between each of 

‘the cam pistons 42 and the piston 23 in the 
valve actuating cylinder which is in commu 
nication with the cylinder 40 in which the 
said piston 42 is located. Outward move 
ment of the piston 42, by one of the cams‘ 43 
or 44, causes pressure to be exerted upon the 
corresponding piston 23 to move the valve 
carried thereby to open position. The verti 
cal shaft 45 is constantly driven at a prede 

'- termined speed causing the cams 43 and 44 to 
successively open the inlet and exhaust valves 
in proper timed relation. 
Means is provided for‘ maintaining a pre 

determined "olume of oil at a predetermined 
minimum pressure between each cooperating 

, pair of pistons 42 and 23 so that the extent 
of movement of the valves will not be varied 
by reason of variations in the volume of liq 
uid interposed between the co-operating pis 

; tons. The casing 37 is provided with a cover 
plate 46 forming a fluid tight chamber in 
which the cams 43 and 44 are enclosed and 
means is provided for keeping the cam cham 
ber full of oil to thoroughly lubricate the 
camsand to make the operation thereof noise-~_ 
less. 
A supply tank 47, which may be mounted 

I on the dash of an automobile on which the 

'40 

engine is mounted, is provided ‘for supply 
ing oil to the conduits 36 and to the casing 37. 
This supply tank 47 is provided with a ?ll- 

‘ lug opening 48 and with an outlet pipe 49 
communicating with the bottom ‘ thereof 
which has branches 50 leading to each of the 
conduits 36, each branch50' having therein a' 
check valve 51 which permits oil to ?ow into 

- the ‘conduit. 36 to whi'ch’the branch iscon 

50 

nected, but prevents escape of 'oil from the 
conduit 36. Communication 'is' established 
between the interior of the casing 37 and the 
yoilsupply tank 47 through a conduit 52 which 

» is in communication with the interior of the 
casing 37 and which is provided with a Valve 
53 which permits oil to ?ow into the cam 
chamber but prevents reverse flow. I 
An air-pump 54, which may be mounted on 

the instrument board of the automobile, is 
provided for creating air pressure-above the 
level ofthe voil in the supply tank 47, the 
pump 54 being connected by a ‘pipe 55 with. 
the upper portion ‘of .the tank 47 .¢ The air' 

_ inlet'to the tank is provided with‘ a check 

.60 

valve 56 which permits air to be forced into 
the tank but preventsescapethereofl _A low 
air pressure is preferably maintained in the" 

‘ upper portion of-the'tank 47, this air pres 

65 

sure being sufficient toca'use the instant re-1 
‘ placement of any oil'lost from the systernby‘ 
leakage but not su?icientto overcome the pres- 
sure of the springs 29, holding the valves in‘ 

3 

closed position. In order to prevent splash 
ing of oil within the tank 47, the interior of 
the tank may be provided with suitable baffle 
plates 47 a which act to retard the movements 
of the body of oil within the tank. 

' The shaft 45 has a detachable driving con 
nection at its lower end formed by a trans- , 
verse groove 57 across the lower end thereof 
and a tongue 58 across the upper end of an 
aligned shaft 59 which has a bevel gear 60 at 
its lower end meshing with a bevel gear 61 on 
the crank shaft 62 of the engine. The bevel 
gear 60 preferably has just twice the number 
of teeth on the bevel gear 61 so that the shaft 
45 is driven at one-half the speed of the en-v 
gine crank shaft which is the correct speed 
for the timing of the inlet and exhaust valves.‘ 
To drain the oil from the system each of 

the conduits 36 may be provided with a drain 
cock 63 and in order to determine the pres 
ence or absence of oil in the tank 47, the tank 
may be provided, adjacent the bottom, with 
a drain cock 63a. ‘ " > 

.The bottom of the casing 37 is hollowed 
out to form, with the upper face of the head 
to which it is attached, a pump casing 64 
in which is mounted a turbine rotor 65 which 
is ?xed to the shaft 45. he extension 38 of 
the head is provided with spaced ports 66 and 
67, which communicate with the pump cham 
ber 64 and with inlet and outlet passages 68 
and 69 formed in the cylinder block. The 
passage 68 communicates with the lower por 

- tion of the radiator and the passage 69 leads 
to thewater spaces in‘the cylinder block and 
head. A distributor 7 0 is’mounted upon the _ 
upper end of the shaft 45 to control the‘ pas 
sage of current to the spark plugs for ignit 
ing the fuel charge in the engine cylinders. 
The pump, the valve opera-ting cams and 

the distributor are thus mounted as a com 
pact unitat one end of the cylinder head and 
are all readily accessible for. inspection or re 
pair. Furthermore. upon removal. of‘the en 
gine head, the entire valve operating mecha 
nism, the water pump and. distributor are 
removable- with the head and when thehead - 
is replaced upon‘. the cylinder block, opera 
tive connection is made between the mecha 
nism on the head and the-engine crank shaft. 
by the engagement of the shaft 45 with the 
shaft 59. ' - ‘ 
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Figs. 4 and 5 showslightly modi?ed con- . 
structions in which the oil‘ passages extend 
through -the engine head longitudinally 
thereof. .In'this ‘modi?cation, each raised. 
portion 6*‘ of the head has passages 3‘ a formed 
therein along the inner side thereof, the pas- - 
sages 36*’- extending from the forward‘ end 
of thehead adjacent the cam casing to points 
adjacent the valxie plugs, the lowermost pas; 
sage 36va extending the rearmost plug»7 the: 
uppermost passage extending to the forward.‘ 
plug and'the- others to intermediate plugs. 
Aléng the ‘outer side, the‘ head has a longi 
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tudinal passage way 4911 formed therein and 
this passageway is connected at one end by 
a short pipe to the oil‘ supply tank and the 
other end by'a hort pipe to the cam‘ca'sing 
Adjacent each of the valve plugs the passage 
49*‘ is, connected to one of the passages 36‘? 
and with the interior of the valve plug. This 
last-mentioned connection is made by‘ short 
detachably connected pipe sections, the valve 
plug having a short nipple 71 projecting from 
the inletport thereof, which is connected by 
a union 7 2 with a T-?tting 7 3 which is in turn 
connected by threaded sleeves ‘T4 and 7,5 with 
elbow sections 7 6 and 77, which are detach 
ably secured to the head in communication 
with the passages 49*1 and 36“. Each of the 
connecting ‘sleeves 75 has a‘ check valve 7 8 
therein which permits‘?ow of. 'oilfrom the 
supply passage 4:9a'to the valveplug cylinder. 
andv to the passages 36‘1 leading therefrom 
to the cylinders in the cam casing but which . 
prevents the oil from being forced back into 

' the ‘supply passage 49“. 
The‘ modi?cation above described, 'di?’ers 

from the modi?cation first described, only in 
that a considerable portion of‘ the piping is 
eliminated by forming the passages in the 
body of the head. _ '1 ' " _ . ' - 

' In the operation of the engine. the inlet and 
exhaust valves 19 are dperated in proper 
timed relation by the cams .43 ‘and 14 which 
are driven at the proper speed from the en 
gine crank shaft. Proper pressure being. 
maintained on the/oil interposed between the 

" vcam engaging pistons 42 and valve pistons 
23 by means of the air pump 54 which may 
be operatedwhenever it is desirable to in 
crease the air pressure acting on the oil in 
the tank 47._ By reason, of the fact that the 
cams 43 and 44 and the pistons 42, which en 
gage the cams, are immersed in oil, the oper 
ation of thecams will be practically noiseless. 
By reason of the fact that the pistons 42 .are 
held against the cams with a de?nite pres 

- ‘sure; due to,-the pressure of air on the oil in 
' thesupply'tank 47, anywear between the 
' cams and pistons will be automatically com; 

50 

pensated for and there will ben'o knocking 
orhammering of the piston faces due to im 
perfect engagement with the cams. _ By 
mounting the valve plugs in oppositely in 

- clined positions, as shown, theplugs'are made 
' readily accessible so that they can be easily 

,55 

r inlet and exhaust ports, is advantageous for 

60 

removed. .,-The locationof the valves 19 op 
posite each other at the upper enclof the cyl 
inder and the-provision of aligned horizontal 

the reason that the gaseous fuel mixture ?ow; 
ing into the cylinder.‘ through the inlet port‘ 
strikes against the eighaust valve and has a 
cooling act'ionthereon. # ' 

If any valve is in need of repair it can be 
'- ' readily removed without removing vthehead 

65 
by unscrewing the: valve plug 12 in which 
it is mounted. The valve can be'readily re 

~ members and one of the 

1,692,845 
moved. from the plug by unscrewing the 
plug 30-at the outer end ‘thereof and then ' 
unscrewing'the bolt 26 which holds the valve 
stem 22~to the piston 23. The grinding of ‘ ' 
the seats 16 and 21 of the plug and‘ valve 
is‘ a very simple matterjvhen the parts are 

70 

detached and a new ‘valve or a new valve unit ' 
may be .very quickly substituted for an old 
valve or valve'unit whenever desired. 
Having thus described my invention, I 

claim:_ .‘ 1. In ant’internal combination engine hav 
ing a plurality of cylinders arrangedsid 
by side and provided with inlet and exhaust 
valves and a crank shaftextending beneath 
the cylinders, a shaft geared to the engine 
crankshaft-and having a'pair oflcams there 
on, means operated by one cam foractuating 
the inlet) valves successively, and means oper 
ated by the other 'cam'for actuating the ex 
haust valves successively. ' i 
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- 2. An internal combustion engine having a . 
cylinder block'with a series of cylinders there 

‘ in, a head having inlet and exhaust ports com 
- municat-ing with the cylinders, valves carried 
by the head for" opening and closing said 
ports, a vertical shaft journaled in the headat 
one endthereof and geared to the crank shaft 
of the engine, a pair of cams \?xed to said‘ 
‘shaft, and means operated by the cams for 
openmgand closing said valves in timedyre 
lation. ' _ - a 

3. An internal combustionengine having 
.a cylinder block with a series of cylinders 
therein, a head having inlet, and exhaust’ports 
communicating _with ‘the cylinders, valves 
carried bybthe head for opening “and closing 
said ports, a vertical shaft geared to the crank‘ ’ 
‘shaft ofthe engine, a pair of cams on said ver- ., 
tical shaft, and means interposed between the 
cams and valves for ‘operating the valves. 

. 4.,An internal combustlon enginehaving 
a cylinder block withla plurality of cylin!" 
ders therein, a crank-shaft beneath the block, 
a head having inlet and exhaust ports coni 
municating with-the cylin'dei's, poppet valves 
carried by the head for opening and closing 
sa‘id ports, a vertical shaft geared to thecrank 

100 

105, 

110 

shaft of the engine and extending from'the ' 
crank shaft to the head, a cam'on said shaft, 
a plurality of movable members engaging the _ 
cam at circumferentially /sp\f_1ced points, and 
means interposed between each one of said 

the valves. ' - -. r , . 

‘5. An internal combustion engine having 
a cylinder block with'a plurality of cylinders 
therein, a head having inlet; and exhaust 

valves for actuating v 
120 

ports communicating with the cylinders,-_ 
poppet valves carried by .the head for open 
ing ‘and'closingsaid ports, valve' actuating 

12s 

and timing mechanism mounted! on the'he'ad , ' 
at one ,end thereof, means foractuatmg said ' 
mechanism from the crank shaft, and ?uid 
pressure actuating means interposed between 130 
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said mechanism and, each of said-valves for 
operating the valves. - _ 

6. An internal combustion-engine having 
a plurality of cylinders, inlet and exhaust 
valves associated with the cylinders, a verti-. 
cal shaft mounted on the engine and‘ geared 
to the crank shaft, cams on said shaftymeans 
interposed between the cams and valves for 
actuating the valves, a casing through which 
the shaft extends, said casing being connect 
ed with the engine water cooling system, and 
a pump ?xed to the shaft within the casing. 
7 . The combination with an internal com 

bustion engine having a block with a plurali 
ty of cylinders therein and a head having in 
let and exhaust valves associated with the 

of a pump casing on the head- at 
one end thereof and connected with the engine 
cooling system, a vertical shaft geared to the 
crank shaft, and extending through said-cas 
ing, means for operating the valves including 
cams on said shaft ad]acent said pump cas 

’ ing, and a pump on said shaft within said 

30 

35 

casing. _ _ i L / 

8. The combination with an ‘internal com 
bustion engine having a block with a plurali 
ty of cylinders therein and a head having in 
let and exhaust valves associated with the 
cylinders, of a pump casing on the head at 
one end thereof which is' connected with the 
engine water cooling system, ‘a vertical shaft 
geared to the crank shaft and extending 
through said casing, means ‘for operating the 
valves including cams on said shaft beneath 
sald pumpcasing, a pump on said shaft with 

‘ in said casing, and a distributor at the top of 

40 
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said casingyand operated by said shaftfor 
controlling the ignition of fuel in the engine‘ 
cylinders. ' . ' . 

9. An internal combustion engine having a 
plurality of cylinders and inlet and exhaust 
valves associated with the cylinders, said en 
gine having an extensionat one end, a ver 
ticalj'shaft mounted in said extension, means 
vfordri-ving ‘said shaft from the engine crank 

' shaft, cams on said shaft, an actuating piston 
' , associated with each ofsaid valves each actu~ 

60 

ating piston being connected to' a valve, 2. 
‘second set of pistons grouped around said 
shaft and adapted to be successively engaged 

. by said cams, and means for con?ninga body 
- ofliquid between each valve {actuating pistonv 
and a piston of said second set. _ 

10. In an internal combustion engine having 
a plurality of cylinders arranged side by side, 

’ inlet and exhaust valves associated with each 
cylinder,.a'cam driven by the engine crank 
shaft, circumferentially spacedvradia'lly dis 
posed actuating pistons bearing on said cam, 
and means’fpr con?ning a body of liquid be‘ 
tween each of said pistons anda valve for 

I ' actuating the valve. 
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- 11. Invan internal combustioii engine having 
a plurality of cylinders, arranged side side, inlet ‘and exhaust valves associated w1t v 

.nected to each-valve, 

‘~ said cams, vmeans 

5 

each cylinder, a vertical shaft driven by the 
engine crank shaft, a pair of cams on said 
shaft, circumferentially spaced radially dis- 1 
posed actuating pistons bearing on each cam, 
means for con?ning a body of liquid between 
each actuating piston bearing on one cam and 
an inlet valve for actuating the same, and 
means interposed between the actuating mem 
bers bearing on the other cam and the outlet 
valves for actuating the same. _ 

12. In aninternal combustion engine having 
a plurality of- }cylinders, inlet and exhaust 
valves associated'wi'th each cylinder, a sepa 
rate fluid pressure actuating means for each 
valve, a vertically disposed shaft carried by 
the engine» and geared .to the crank shaft 
thereof, and means‘ connected’to saidoshaft 
for imparting pressure tov actuating means 
for the individual valves successivelya 

' 13. An internal combustion engine having a 
plurality, of cylinders and a head, an inlet 
and an exhaust valve for each cylinder, said 
valves being mounted in the head, a piston 
connected to each valve, each piston being 
movable in a cylinder formed in ‘the head, a 
vertical shaft carried by the head and geared 
to the engine crank shaft,'a casing surrounds 
ing the shaft andxhaving a series of radially - 
‘disposed cylinders, v 
ineach of the radially disposed cylinders 

cams on the shaft, a piston 
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bearing on one of the earns, ‘and pipes con-', 7 
necting, each cylinder‘in the head with'a 

._ cylinder in said casing. 
, 14. An internal combustion engine having a 
plurality of cylinders and a head, an inlet and 
an exhaust valve for each cylinder,'said valves 
being vmounted in 

\ each piston being mov 
able in a cylinder formed in the head, a ver 
tical shaft carried by the head and geared 
to the engine crank shaft, a pair of cams on 
said ‘shaft, a casing surrounding said cams 
and having'a set of. radially disposed circum 
ferentially spaced cylinders surrounding each 
cam, pistons in said radially? disposed cylin 
ders whichsbear upon said cams,»and means 

the head, a piston con-' 

me 

no 

for con?ning a body of liquid between each 
cam engaging piston and a valve piston. , 

' 15. In aninternal combustion engine having 
inlet and exhaust valves, a piston connected 
to ' ea'ch valve, 
by the engine crank shaft; pistons bearing on 

for con?ning a body of 

115. 
,valvel actuating cams driven 

liquid between each valve piston and one of ‘_ 
the cam engaging pistons. and means, for 
maintaining \ a predetermined volume of 
liquid in each body so con?ned comprismg a 
supply tank 
?ned body of liquid, check valves preventing 
return ?ow to the tank, and means'connected 
with the tank for supplying air under pres 
sure to, the tank above the ‘body of liquid 
thereing , _ >_ V _ 

16. In an internal combustlon engine havmg 
inlet and exhaust valves, springs for normal 
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communicating with each con-. _, 
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6' 

1y holding the valves closed, hydraulic means 
for opening the valves comprising a con?ned 
body of oil for each Valve, a pair of pistons 

' between which each body of oil is interposed, 
5 one piston of each pair being connected to a 

‘valve, a cam engaging the second piston of 
each pair, a ?uid tight casing enclosing the 

, 1,892,845 

cams, vand means for suppl ing oil under 
pressure to each con?ned b0 y of oil and to 
said cam casing. ' - 

In testimony whereof, I hereunto a?ix my 
signature. - 

GEORGE ‘A. KOLB. 


